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Introduction M.A. Krasnoselskii in [6] has proved the following theorem which combines both the Banach contraction principle and the Schauder fixed point theorem:
If A, Β are operators on a closed convex bounded subset X of a Banach space such that A is a contraction, Β is a completely continuous and Au + Bve X for u,ve X, then the equation Ax + Bx = χ has a solution in X.
Many papers related to this result have been published, see e.g. [5] , [7] , [10] , [11] . In particular, Melvin [7] has given conditions under whioh there exists a solution of the equation F{T(x),x) * x. We present a generalization of the Melvin»β theorem for multivalued mappings taking values in the family of nonempty closed convex bounded subsets of a Banach space. For another generalizations see [4] and [11] . An application of our result to the theory of differential relations is also given.
Notation and definitions
Throughout the paper, E is a Banach space with the norm II*II, Κ a closed convex subset of B, M a metric space, and CCB(K) denote the family of all nonempty closed convex bounded subsete of K.
Β. Rae pe o ki
Ve shall consider the relation xeF(T(x), χ) where F Is a multivalued mapping from M*K to CCB(K) and Τ ie a singlevalued mapping from Κ into M.
We write d(x, Z) for the distaaoe inf |||x -z|| : ζ e ζ} from the point xeE to the set Ζ e 2® (the family of all nonempty subsets of S). The set CCB(K) will be regarded as a metric 8pacθ endowed with the Hauedorff metrio Distg, i.e. 
The anain result
The lemma below is immediate adaptation of a corresponding result of Michael ([β], Lemma 7.1).
L e rama.
Suppose that μ>Λ and g: Jí --Κ, GiM--CCB(K) are con ε-.-moue mappings. Then there is a continuous selection ht i¿-Κ from the multivalued mapping 6 satisfying
for ett'h j: e M. Proposition· Let ?(*,y) be continuous on M for every y e Κ, and Dist K (P(x,y 1 ), F(x,y 2 ))c k||y 1 -y 2 || for all se-li and κ · Assume in addition that 0<k<1 and eithex' u 1b compact or Κ is bounded. Then there exists a con-
First of all we not· that if gt Η -is continuous, then the multivalued mapping χ ι--F(x, g(x)) is continuous on M.
Choose a number k Q with k<k Q <1. Let //= k" 1 k 0 · Let f Q : M-»-K be arbitrary continuous mapping. By Lemma, there exists a sequence (f Q ) of continuous mappings f n : Μ -Κ (η = 1,2,...) such that f n (x)e P(x, f n _.,(*)) and
for χ e M. Hence
and therefore the sequence (f n ) is uniformly convergent on U. Let f(χ) = lim f ß (x) uniformly on U. Then, f is contin-oo quous and
) is closed, it follows that f(x)e F(x,f(x)) for χ in Hi. This completes'the proof. Now we can state our main result. Let M be a compact space and Τ a continuous mapping on K. Let φ be a real-valued nonnegative function defined on C(U,K)· Suppose that (1) for each fixed xeM, F(x,·) is olosed on Κ (i.e. y n -y 0 and -* 0 with z D e F(x,y n ) for n&1 implies z Q e F(x t y 0 ) ), and (2) for every feC(M,K) there exists h f eC(M,K) such that h f (x)e F(x,f(x)) on 11 and 0(î,h f )< -$(h f ). Then, xtP(I(i),i) has a solution in K. From the above as a corollary we obtain our result when S is uniformly convex Banaoh space.
As a matter of fact, let us assume that the conditions of Theorem are satisfied and in addition Β is uniformly convex space. Let f Q eC(M,K) be a given function. By immediate adaptation of Lemma 5.2 of Banks and Jacobs [l] , there exists a uniquely determined sequence (f n lcC(H,K) such that f n (x)e F(x, f n-1 (*)) and H f n< x) -f n-1 (x) ll -ö(* a .i(x). 6 (fn, fQ-1 U k a~1 β (f., ,f0) (f()tf1) * #(f0) -ít^) . and so the proof is oomplete.
on M. Henoe
Let X be a complete metric space and CB{X) the collection of 'all nonempty closed bounded subsets of X. Let StX -CB(X) be such that Dist^Sfx.,), S(x2) λ 9(x1 ,x2) for χ,,,χ^Χ. Nadler [9] proved that if λ<1 then S has a fixed point.
With this fixed point theorem the proof of Proposition ean be made a little oleaner as follows: For f e C(M,K} denote by S(f) the set of all geC(M,K) such that g(x)e F(x, f(x)) on M. It can be easily seen that S(f)e CB(C(M,K)). Modyfying the reasoning from Section 3 we obtain that Distc(îi K)(S(f.,), S(f2)
kQ.e(fltf2) for all f1tf2e C(U,K), where kQ is a constant such that k<kQ<1. Thus there is fe S(f), and we have finished. There is a more general fixed point theorem using con· density mappings. This suggests more general assumptions on 0 and Η giving existence and applying to a wider class of differential equations.
Multivalued systems
Basing on the above result it is possible to state the existence of solutions of the system «i<t) e f ± (t, s^t), s 2 (t))
. will be considered as In Section 3. Let (Ix)(t) «/ x(s)ds, and let us denote by Q(x»y) the set of mil continuous selectors from t ·-f.j(t, x(t), (Iy)(t))· Bow, define oar mappings G, H as follows: for x,y e Β, G(x,y) -l[Q(x,yQ , and H(x,y) is the set of all continuous selectors from t >-«-f 2 (t,x,(t), (Iy)(t)). 
